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Helping seniors age in place:
A collaboration between a local foundation, Habitat for Humanity and

AARP

July, 2015

Plough Foundation
• Established in 1960 by Abe Plough to provide a

framework for his philanthropic vision
• Grantmaking reflects the many social and

economic issues facing Memphis and Shelby
County

• Governed by Board of Trustees which is responsible
for finances and strategic investment

• From 2012 to 2014, the Foundation awarded grants
totaling $55,771,076 to organizations serving Shelby
County
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An Aging Funding Approach:
Presentation Outline

• What’s the Issue? Why does it Matter? How Can We Make a
Difference?

• External Scan

• What is Missing? The Voice of the Elderly

• AdvantAge Survey Findings: Opportunities To Help Seniors
Age in Place

• A Call for Action and Funding Award

• How Habitat’s traditional model is adapting

• HFH Greater Memphis:  Capacity meets opportunity
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EXTERNAL SCAN
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External Scan: Project Process
Type of Organization Number Examples

Social Services 30 MIFA, AARP, Porter-Leath,
Meritan Inc.

Philanthropy 5 Assisi Foundation, United Way of
the MidSouth

Government 11 Shelby Co. Health Department,
Shelby Co. Community Services
Agency, Aging Commission of
the Mid-South

Academia 11 U of M School of Public Health,
UTHSC College of Nursing

Healthcare 10 Baptist Healthcare Foundation,
Health Loop Clinics, Methodist Le
Bonheur Healthcare

Faith 3 Calvary Episcopal, St. Andrew
AME Church

Total 70 6
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External Scan: Initial Results

Results point to certain challenges and needs for our
aging community:

• Caregiver Support and Respite
• Transportation
• Elder Maltreatment (Prevention, Intervention)
• Basic Needs (Food, Utilities)
• Home Repairs and Modifications
• End-of-life Care Plans
• Opportunities for Community Engagement
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WHAT IS MISSING –
The Voice of the Elderly
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Obtaining Senior Input
• AdvantAge Survey:

- Conducted by phone with random samples of
older adults (65+) in Shelby County

- Total of 551 interviews completed

- Measures “elder-friendliness” of our community
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AdvantAge Project Process
 Step One: Finalize survey with working group
 Step Two: Survey implemented in community

 Step Three: Data analyzed, reports provided
 Step Four: Consultant travels to Memphis, takes

working group and other stakeholders through
process of understanding data and identifying
priorities
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Income under
$20,000

Income over
$20,000

Total

Memphis 100 100 200
Other Shelby
County

50 150 200

Total 150 250 400

Income under
$20,000

Income $20,000
or more

DK/Refused
Income (to be
imputed)

Total

Memphis 100 156 58 314
Other Shelby
County

51 156 30 237

Total 151 312 88 551
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AdvantAge Survey Findings:
Strengths and Opportunities
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Aging in Place Safely and
Securely

• 2012 AdvantAge Survey identified home
repair as a major need among Seniors

• There are 7,901 low income households
($20,000 or less annually)

A. 6,004 need minor cosmetic repairs
B. 5,056 need major structural repairs
C. 4,740 need bathroom modifications to improve

safety
D. 711 need improvements for access into and

within their homes
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Further Context
• Falls cost $31.8 B annually
• Living in a modified environment reduces falls by 21.8%
• 50% reduction in probability of serious falls among widows 75+
• Average fall costs $7,300 versus modification costs of $1700 ($1

to $2.26)
• By 2020, 2.6 MM who are at 150% of poverty will require some

type of assisted living
• Cost of assisted living in Tennessee = $40-46K annually
• Nursing home care in Tennessee = $47-67K annually (semi-

private)
• HUD building 5,000 Section 202 facilities annually.  Only 30,000

being built in total.
• Bottom line: Demand for low income elder housing not being

met and too expensive for most.
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A Call for Action and
Funding Award
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Plough Foundation Speaker Series

• Implemented three-part “Speaker Series”; Inviting key decision
makers and leaders

• Plough brought in national and local speakers/panels to
discuss issues related to various aspects of our aging work
(maltreatment, mobility, etc.)

• Each national speaker will delivered one-hour plenary, as well
as met with targeted groups throughout day in Memphis

• Kickoff luncheon focused on Aging in Place and home
rehabilitation to support independent living

• Series will culminated in “call for action” and request for
proposals from local groups
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Plough’s AIP RFP
Aging in Place Proposals
Because it is fact that AIP is more cost-effective, the Plough Foundation is seeking proposals
that promote opportunities for elderly Memphians to remain in their current living
environments by improving the safety, mobility and functionality of those environments.
Successful proposals should consider including some of the following elements:
1. interior and exterior AIP assessments;
2. the utilization of principles of universal design;
3. leveraging of Foundation funds with public or other private monies to expand the number

and types of repairs;
4. features to support the role of caregivers in the home;
5. features that promote socialization of the elder person(s) in the home;
6. technology for improved safety, mobility or interaction with medical professionals;
7. organization and creation of systems of care for Naturally Occurring Retirement

Communities (NORCs);
8. evaluation or monitoring components to determine the impact of the improvements on

the independent living of the affected older persons;
9. collaboration with not-for-profit or governmental entities to reach a critical mass of

improved structures;
10. improved transportation options that are safe, reliable and cost-effective.

16
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• Received two AIP proposals - A collaborative one
from Habitat & a neighborhood-based, volunteer-
driven urban home repair group (SOS Memphis),
as well as one from our local municipal public
utility company designed to provide
weatherization support for senior homeowners

• Plough staff strongly urged a collaboration and
one proposal

• This single proposal was submitted
• Based on proposed spending of $6,500 per

household, Memphis has a $51 MM problem

Aging in Place Safely and
Securely
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• For Habitat for Humanity of Greater
Memphis to serve as the lead agency
and sole grantee of the Plough
Foundation for implementation of an
Aging in Place Home Rehabilitation
Program in collaboration with Memphis
Light Gas and Water & Service Over Self

• Amount of grant not to exceed
$3,989,200

Grant Awarded- November, 2014
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Habitat for Humanity
International
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Habitat for Humanity by the numbers

• Founded in 1976 by Millard and Linda Fuller.
• We are a Christian ministry that believes every man,

woman and child deserves a simple, decent place to live in
dignity and safety.

• We are convicted by the fact that today nearly 2 billion
people live in substandard housing

• We build in over 70 countries worldwide.
• In the United States we have more than 1,400 local

affiliates.
• Since 1976 we have built or repairs more than 1 million

homes serving more than 5 million people worldwide.
20
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Habitat’s Traditional Model

Ultimately we do 3 things:
1. Where can we acquire a lot?
2. Do we have Habitat-qualified families?
3. How do we raise money to cover our costs?
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Many activities are required to make an
affiliate successful:

• Fundraising
• Social services agency
• Family selection and support
• Marketing and PR
• Mortgage origination and

servicing

• Retail outlet (ReStore)
• Accounting
• Construction company
• Community partnerships
• Post purchase counseling

Why adapt the model?
• 2008 economic crisis showed opportunity for repairs and

rehabs over new construction (foreclosed properties).

• Habitat families live in the context of a neighborhood
and are stronger if the neighborhood is stronger.

• Neighborhood Revitalization requires multiple partners,
led by residents, to be sustainable.

• Older adults make up a significant population in every
neighborhood in which we are working.

• Every day 10,000 people turn 65 years old.  Are we
serving the fastest growing population in the United
States?

22
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Hub-Node Diagram
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Mission
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Habitat’s Mission:
Seeking to put
God’s love into
action, Habitat
for Humanity
brings people
together to build
homes,
communities and
hope.

NR Mission:
Neighborhood Revitalization
affiliates serve more families
by responding to
community aspirations with
an expanded array of
products, services and
partnerships, empowering
residents to revive their
neighborhoods and
enhance their quality of life.
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HFH Memphis
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Habitat for Humanity of Greater
Memphis

1983
Habitat for Humanity of Greater Memphis, a nonprofit ecumenical Christian

housing ministry, is dedicated to eliminating substandard housing from
the city of Memphis and surrounding areas, while making decent

housing for all people a matter of conscience and action.

• 550+ homes and families served cumulatively (in and out of the US)
• 70+ rehabs for seniors and veterans (commercial and historic as well)

For every dollar HFHGM spends, it turns 2.3 times in the local economy

• $19.5 million cumulative in interest saved for families via zero interest
• More than $100 million cumulative economic impact
• $47.7 cumulative construction impact
• $588,787 annual property and sales tax contribution
• 74: # of full time jobs generated annually
• 35% decrease in crime in neighborhoods where HFGHM has built or

rehabbed more than 20 homes
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HFHGM – First Thoughts
from the Field

Putting program into action has brought new challenges
• Navigating a partnership between 3 completely different

agencies, one a publicly-owned utility
• The overwhelming demand – crashed phone system on first day!
• The condition of homes is worse than anticipated

– almost all need roofs, most need heat & air
– driving up per home costs (double that anticipated) &

driving down # of homes we can serve
Excited about uniqueness of program
• Combining “age” with “green” – directly

addressing the “heat or eat” dilemma
faced by many seniors

• Breaking down silos in construction trades
and in funding opportunities

• Significant scale & long-term connection
thru surveys to yield data 27

Research and Evaluation at
HFHGM

28
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Projected Evaluation Outcomes
and Applications:

• Create a knowledge base specific to the Mid-South housing
• Evaluate perceptions of safety within home (before & after)
• Evaluate perceptions of health within home (before & after)
• Evaluate perceptions of utility & health costs and the value of money

saved
• Evaluate perceptions of safety in surrounding neighborhood
• Evaluate sense of pride in home and effect of home’s condition on

socialization/isolation
• Explore connections between intergenerational relationships based

on AIP modifications and repairs
• Enable future assistance to be driven by grassroots, community

voices

• Begin to link AIP modifications & repairs to length of
continued time in home
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HFHGM & the Future of AIP
Memphis Habitat is committed to the concept of Aging in Place and sees both AIP &
Success Measures evaluations as significant tools in our Neighborhood Revitalization -

a holistic effort that redesigned opportunities for donors, residents & volunteers
to engage by combining:

•New home construction
•Aging in Place work for seniors
•Beautification of existing homes

•Demolition & remediation of blight
•Installation of murals & bike racks
•Rehabs of commercial & historic buildings

30
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Speakers
Katie Midgley
Plough Foundation
Director of Research and Evaluation
901-521-2779 ext. 306
midgley@plough.org

Rebecca S. Hix
Habitat for Humanity International
Neighborhood Revitalization Director
800-422-4828 x 4333
rhix@habitat.org

Dwayne Spencer
Habitat for Humanity of Greater Memphis
President & CEO
901-322-3505
dspencer@memphishabitat.com
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